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1. **tedious** *nestled* **verdant**

Horribly hard middle school did not look much different from their elementary school which was nearby in their town of **tedious** Florida. *(Note to teachers: Use your state).* A big one-story brick building nestled among large trees and a verdant lawn and a small city of white portables dotted the field behind the school like white lily pads in a green pond.

2. **shrilled** *ingenuous* **auburn**

Look shrilled Isabelle ingenuous in her high voice as she nervously twirled the purple plastic butterfly that was perched in her wild curly auburn hair. Always upbeat Isabelle was dressed in her knew outfit of purple shorts and bright green top.

3. **insipid** *waggish*

All the lights are on, and there is a teacher gazing out the window of each classroom Isabelle ingenuous continued. I wish we were going to marvelously magic magnet middle school instead of this old ordinary insipid one groaned William waggish whom was not his usual teasing cheerful self.

4. **sagacious** *otiose*

Yeah sighed Sam sagacious who was usually reserved behind his horn-rimmed glasses I hear the teachers their are great. And yes I hear they dont give much homework either added Olivia otiose who hated homework with a passion.

5. **retorted** *fey* **meager** **awry**

Well we don't have enough magic in us so we cant go to MMMS retorted Felicia Fey whose meager magic always went awry. If I were better at magic I would be going there with all the neat teachers and cool classes but I failed the entry test when I accidentally gave Ms vice principal a big juicy zit right between her eyes.

6. **mane** *portal*

At least you have some magic even if it always screws up Isabelle ingenuous reminded her freind as she twirled the purple butterfly that perched in her mane of auburn hare and the rest of us cant even open a classroom portal she concluded.

7. **sextet** *monotone*

Suddenly right in front of this sextet stood a tall man who was dressed all in black with a shiny, new, black hat perched on his slick black hair. He peered down at the group and boomed in a loud monotone voice welcome to horribly hard middle school.

8. **dread** *puerile* **commenced** **snivel**

The frightening man then announced that he was the dean of the school and his name was dean dread. Pauline puerile commenced to snivel (she was such a baby and Felicia Fey muttered a "cheer-up spell" but only succeeded in frizzing her friends hare.
9. **somber**
dean dread a disturbing figure in his **somber** suit and tie directed the group to go too the cafetorium a combination of cafeteria and auditorium. there the freinds found other sixth graders who they already new from elementary school

10. **sotto voce**
what a bizarre dean whispers sam sagacious **sotto voce** to william waggish. me and you wouldnt want to cross him or meet him in a dark alley

11. **mausoleum** **surreptitiously** **surveyed**
from what **mausoleum** did he crawl out sam murmured william waggish **surreptitiously** so no one else could here. hey william look at the other weird teachers standing against the wall whispered always observant sam sagacious as he **surveyed** the room

12. **uttered** **loquacious**
as sam **uttered** this last statement dean dread suddenly appeared and loomed menacingly over the too boys. **loquacious** ones eh you 2 come here the dean ordered. his voice took the flatness of a cockroach crunching under a shoe

13. **ushered** **tittered**
dean dread put one huge ham sized hand on the back of each boy and **ushered** them to the front of the “cafetorium.” all the other new sixth graders of course **tittered** at the sight of william and sam being caught talking

14. **mortified** **jocose** **quell** **proximity**
quiet students says dean dread in a deadly tone of voice as he placed william waggish and the **mortified** sam sagacious in the second row next to jesse **jocose** another talker. when dean dread said this he nodded his head and teachers lined up in the aisles to **quell** the noise with **proximity** control

15. **distracted** **garbed**
the new sixth graders squirmed in fear and became **distracted** as they got a closer look at there knew teachers. only a few of them had genuine welcoming smiles on their faces and most were **garbed** in grey or black too.

16. **formidable** **somber**
among the teachers only a few didnt look too mean or to **formidable**. they just didnt look like the friendly teachers the kids had had in elementary school and most of them dressed in **somber** clothes that looked like they were stiff and uncomfortable
17. perceptive  blousy  tresses
olivia otiose who was more perceptive then most sixth graders but lazy when it came to work saw that one teachers smile was genuine. this teacher wore a blousy white shirt and a long pink skirt and she had stuck a pink flower in her thick blonde tresses

18. quailed
felicia that must be the art teacher isabelle ingenuous dared to whisper to her freind felicia fey. dean dread and 2 teachers glared at the two girls that quailed under there gaze

19. sentries  glowering
all he teachers still stood in the aisles like sentries most of them glowering at the kids as if daring them to speak. the principal stood up on the stage and dean dread joined him their

20. punctilious  mete
children I am the schools principal the captain of your ship said the principle. my name is mr punctilious principal and this is dean dread who will mete out any discipline for misbehaving students he continued as he put a hand on the deans broad right shoulder

21. subvocalize  utterance
william waggish always playfully humorous choose that moment to subvocalize a limerick under his breath his favorite way to deal with tension. he entitled it the mean dean. several people heard its utterance and jesse jocose who set nearby snorted in laughter

22. uttered  wisps
as william waggish uttered the last word of his limerick the teacher nearest him twitched and nodded his head. his eyelids fluttered his tongue protruded between his closed lips and wisps of smoke curled from his ears

23. muffle  glowered  swiveled
jesse jocose pointed to that teacher with his one hand and held the other over his mouth to muffle his giggles. the other teachers turned and glowered at him as students swiveled theyre heads in the direction jesse pointed

24. phenomenon  colleague
only the teacher with the pink flower in her hair and the paint on her shirt smiled at the strange phenomenon of her eye-fluttering ear smoking tongue sticking out colleague and she somehow was different like a cool glacier breeze in a hot classroom

25. incident  paid heed
after that incident everyone quieted down turned his or her face towards the stage and paid heed to mr punctilious principal as he instructed students on where to go and what to do
next. i hope me and my friends are in the same homeroom whispered isabelle ingenuous too her too freinds olivia otiose and pauline puerile

26. striplings
finally the assembly was over and teachers filed out directed the striplings to the homeroom lists on the walls of the sixth grade hall and then pointed the various classrooms out

27. intrepid stern martinet
the intrepid group who had begun their first day of school together found themselves in the same homeroom. there teacher was a very stern looking man mr math martinet who promptly announced that he was also their math teacher

28. shenanigans confiscated querulous
he told the students too that he would tolerate no shenanigans and then he confiscated a headset from quincy querulous a student in the back of the room who made faces as his headset was taken opened his mouth as if to argue and then thought better of it. hey pauline thats the teacher who stuck his tongue out articulated felicia fey to her puerile friend who was silently crying

29. inimitable malevolent wrathful wrath stifled
william waggish worried about pauline whispered another of his inimitable limericks this one about a malevolent math teacher entitled wrathful math and faint curls of smoke wisped from mr math martinet's ears and his eyelids fluttered too

30. peer demise uncompromising
at this you could have heard a pin drop as the students mouths gaped open at their peers boldness and there teachers antics. the class waits for william's painful demise at the hands of their stern uncompromising teacher

31. resumed emitting
nothing happened. absolutely nothing after fewer than three seconds mr math martinet resumed his announcements as if he neither had been interrupted or had wisps of smoke emitting from his ears

32. pandemonium
after he went over the school rules mr math martinet handed out a schedule and a map of the school to everyone. as soon as the students schedules were in theyre hands pandemonium broke out as everyone tried to see who was in their classes

33. intrepid amicable melodious
the intrepid six compared notes and found that they shared some of the same classes math english and science. pauline isabelle jesse william and felicia had art with ms amicable artist and the other two had music with mr melodious music
34. **pealed**
the bell **pealed** signaling the end of homeroom. although the group were going to the same place pauline puerile got lost. things were not going good for her

35. **daunted**
first she became separated from her freinds and then she turned her map upside down and next the size of the eighth graders **daunted** her and finally she gets lost

36. **titanic**
as pauline puerile stood in the crowded hallway blubbering while others laughed and pointed fingers at her a kind **titanic** kind eighth grader took pity on her and pointed her in the right direction. meanwhile isabelle ingenuous and felicia fey found the girls bathroom but theyre were too many eighth graders for comfort in there so they left hurriedly

37. **petite**
felicia and isabelle found their first class (which thankfully was only 10 steps further. before entering the classroom felicia fey who should have known better tried too fix her flyaway hair with a **petite** spell. as usual it backfired this time it turned her hair purple

38. **jocose**  
wrath  
jocularity
at the same time william waggish finds a new friend jesse **jocose** the boy that had experienced the **wrath** of dean dread too. the too of them discovered there love for **jocularity** and limericks

39. **appropriate**  
encountered
since like williams other friends they were headed for english class, they composed an **appropriate** poem and entitled it awful teacher even though they had not yet **encountered** the teacher

40. **proboscis**
standing at her door there new english teacher ms grammar grouch heard the limerick. her eyes fluttered and she stuck out her tongue while curls of smoke wisped from her **proboscis** and rose to the ceiling

41. **eerie**
hey jesse look at that giggled william waggish pleased with their poetic efforts and their effect on the teachers. these teachers are **eerie**. maybe me and my friends are wrong and this year will be fun after all. and sam sagacious just makes a further notation in his pocket notebook
42. queried
jesse jocose queried with a grin as they stepped into the room of the slightly smoking
teacher i wonder what makes them do that. just then they spied felicia fey in her newly
purpled hair

43. differentiate consternation
oh oh william i bet the teachers are not going to find that amusing said jesse jocose. ms
grammar grouch could differentiate between the verbs “lay” and laid and much to the
consternation of olivia otiose she loaded the class with a list of vocabulary words to learn

44. amiable terse
in addition ms grammar grouch did not permit any student to end a sentence with a
preposition nor to split a verb. she was a true grammar grouch. she also was not very
amiable and was going to send felicia fey to the dean with a terse note to call felicias parents
about her coming to school with purple hair

45. blurted coiffure tittered
wait, ms grouch i can fix it. its fixable blurted felicia as she muttered another spell which
turned her hair back to its normal color but put a purple streak in ms grouchs coiffure. jesse
jocose composed a limerick on the spot that he entitled my new friend fey and sent it in a
note to william waggish who whispered it to fey who tittered

46. juncture emitted
at this juncture ms grammar grouch stuck out her tongue fluttered her eyelids and emitted
smoke from her ears. she stopped teaching froze for fewer than 3 seconds and mumbled
that is unanswerable and then resumed her grammar lecture as if nothing had occurred

47. penned furtive micturated
weirdier and weirder penned william to jesse in another furtive note. i dont think i like that
teacher very much said isabelle to her freinds as they exited the room at the peal of the bell
and her and felicia dashed into the ladies room micturated quick washed their hands in the
filthy sink and ran out to join their friends

48. loathed latter
i wonder if the science teacher will be any gooder. we already know what the math teacher is
like said sam sagacious who liked the vocabulary lesson of ms grammar grouch but loathed
the way the latter had wanted to send his friend to dean dread

49. perceive
well, she couldn’t be worser said felicia fey whos Narrow Escape had Scared them all farther.
I hope she doesnt perceive that purple Streak in her hair until she gets Home
50. countered unison infamous
shes the one who deserved it countered felicias freinds william waggish and pauline puerile in unison. they shared a high five as william proceeded to happily recite another one of his infamous limericks this one entitled frigid english

51. nostrils anomalies
nearby too teachers in unison flutter their eyelids stuck out theyre tongues between closed lips froze in place for less than 3 seconds and emitted wisps of smoke from there nostrils. sam sagacious noted the anomalies in there reactions

52. stern monotone a plethora of a dearth of
i am ms stern science the teacher said in a monotone voice. i believe in a lot of hard tests a plethora of homework and a dearth of student talking in my class but i also expect students to do good

53. slumped woe
at this olivia otiose slumped in her desk in woe. oh no she whined as she sank farther into her seat and this year is starting out bad

54. ominous pontificate
ms stern science stared at olivia otiose with his bird like beady eyes and she said in a low ominous tone there will always be silence in this classroom when i pontificate. olivia otiose thought she heard a snicker from orson odious in the back but the teacher did not catch it

55. elude wretched commenced
as the 7 friends left the room they tried to elude orson odious who knew all the tricks of making other students lives wretched without getting caught by the teachers himself. william waggish and his new friend jesse jocose commenced composing another limerick this one about the stern science teacher and they entitled it crude science

56. unsightly
isabelle ingenuous and her friends laughed imagining their teachers unsightly toes. they forgot about the toad orson odious and all that he liked too do too make theyre lives miserable

57. portal proboscis
by her desk near the portal of the room ms stern science stuck out her tongue smoked slightly from her proboscis fluttered her eyes like a blinking

58. boisterous pandemonium rumor-monger purportedly
lunch is the usual boisterous pandemonium typical of a middle school lunchroom. a fight broke out among 2 girls over something a rumor-monger had reported that the other had purportedly said and both were suspended on the spot
59. peers    forebodingly
dean dread called theyre parents from the lunchroom right in front of the girls peers. after that incident dean dread stood on the stage with his ham sized hands on his hips glaring forebodingly at the students as if he dared them to try anything else accept talking and eating

60. compatriot
its amazing he lets us talk at all sam said william waggish to his compatriot at the table. he also composed another limerick for the occasion entitled it mean green dean and caused everyone at his table to hoot with laughter like a bunch of hyenas

61. malevolent    visage    marred    pursed
after a brief flutter of his eyelids and one wisp of smoke curling from his left ear dean dread turned to stare at their table with a malevolent expression on his visage, marred only by his tongue that still stuck out between his pursed lips

62. amicable
art and music was the only relief for the rest of the week. in art, the teacher ms amicable artist smiled alot and promised the class that they would release butterflies on earth day and celebrate the event farther with an art project of there own choosing as good

63. opted
pauline isabelle jesse william and felicia who had opted to take art were delighted. this teacher seems almost human girlfriend whispered isabelle to felicia who nodded in agreement

64. commenced    Impressionist    touts
with only a small frown at isabelle ms amicable artist quietly moved by the 2 girls and commenced a lecture about the Impressionist artists. william waggish took out a pencil and a peace of paper and he composed another limerick entitled art

65. periodically    ambled    perused
ms amicable artist still lecturing and periodically showing pictures from a stack in her hand ambled over to william confiscated the paper swiftly perused its contents smiled and said you spelled van goghs name incorrectly william. its spelled g-o-g-h not go

66. hued    coiffure    spiel    rapt
nothing else happened accept that the pink hued flower in her coiffure fell onto williams desk as she nodded her head at him handed back williams paper and continued her spiel on the impressionists. william waggish corrected the spelling of the dutch painters name and paid rapt attention for the rest of the period
hey mused william waggish to himself maybe the limerick has to be said out loud for it to effect the teachers. i must tell sam as he would want to make a note

meanwhile in music mr melodious music tells his class all about band and he let the untried neophyte sixth graders choose there instruments. sam sagacious played the guitar at home but wanted to take up a gnu challenge

he chose the oboe an arduous instrument too learn to play. olivia otiose who had not signed up for any exploratory class and whom had been randomly assigned to band by the schools computer wanted the instrument that was the easiest to play

she wanted to play the triangle but was given a clarinet. bummer she said. if i have to learn to play this instrument i will be forced to carry this home every day and my mother will compel me to practice

that day the 6 friends jesse jocose took a bus to school plodded home piled with science and math homework. olivia otiose was not pleased so she did none of it and lied to her mother when her mother asked if she had ever been assigned any

olivia’s lying about homework was nothing knew. as the year wore on months passed in a similar invariable manner

the 6 walked to school met up with their friend’s who bussed to school suffered through classes’ with their bizarre teacher’s and tried to avoid orson odious and his popular pal’s the comely petra pulchritudinous lovely alessandra amorous and handsome danny dapper. accept in art and music the nasty annoying teachers’ gave tons of homework

while middle school is alway’s a wierd place they new that something strange was afoot at horribly hard middle school. sam kept note’s on the effect’s that william’s and jesses’ atrocius but hilarious limerick’s had on there teachers’
75. evoked infamous monotone
one of their best a wicked limerick about the social studies teacher ms grumpy geography evoked more than smoke from her ears and fluttering eyes. in addition to the teachers usual reactions to hearing one of their infamous verses ms grumpy geography repeated over and over in a monotone voice for more than too seconds but less than 3 you must read the book great geography. you must read the book great geography

76. apropos (pronounced ahh-proh-poh with a short “A” and long “Os”) as usual sam sagacious would take notes apropos of the incident but neither he or anyone else could draw any conclusions. there was just something different about there school but noone could put a finger on what its difference was

77. indolent
art continued to be awesome. band was challenging and even lazy indolent olivia otiose was getting into playing her clarinet good

78. innovative
then there was this innovative teacher who visited there english class from time to time to creatively teach writing. her humor and enthusiastic inspired students to write good

79. apathetic superlative noxious
usually apathetic olivia otiose wrote a personal narrative that won a prize. in addition william waggish even abandoned his favorite form of writing—the limerick and composed a superlative argumentative essay defending his position that school uniforms were an noxious idea

80. insufferable taunts pugnacious
one day in science orson odious was particularly insufferable. his taunts provoke the usually cheerful jesse jocose to become pugnacious and swing at him in fury

81. countered visage fray rapscallions
orson countered with a blow too jesses visage. william jumped into the fray to support his freind and then ms stern science stepped into the act. you 3 rapscallions she said in a loud voice go to the deans office immediately

82. goaded
isabelle take this note and go see that they arrive in the appropriate place and get a return note from the dean she concluded punching the call button to inform the office that dean dread had some customers. as the group walked to the deans office orson goaded and teased jesse william and isabelle
83. jeered  quiescent  exacerbate
your nothing but unpopular little geeks he jeered. the 3 remain quiescent at this insult for they dared not exacerbate the situation

84. loathes  pacifistic
everyone loathes your stupid poems he continued they are written bad. now youve gone to far growled the usually pacifistic william waggish as he rushed in on his tormentor

85. orchestrated  obstreperous
as if they had orchestrated it beforehand the 3 friends jump on orson all at the same time. orson fell to the ground and jesse william and isabelle set on him and called him an obstreperous jerk. orson odious was shocked into silence

86. ushered  miscreants
at that moment dean dread appeared suddenly like a huge swooping bat and ushered all four miscreants into his office. orson odious tried to blame the 3 for the entire incident but ms stern science had luckily seen him take a swing at jesse jocose

87. miscreants
dean dread would call everyones parents to come get there miscreants and then he would suspend all 4 of them for 2 days. william waggish didn’t even have time to compose a limerick appropriate for the occasion

88. docile  bibliophilic  secreted
when the suspension had ended and all were back in school things got gooder for a while. orson odious remained unusually docile. he did however start targeting a girl named beth bibliophilic who had read harry potter more than 4 times and whom always secreted a book on her knees under her desk

89. meticulous  elated
orson also picked on a boy named mark meticulous a perfectionist that always rewrote his papers many times. these 2 of course were not elated with this turn of events

90. warrant  scoffed
they to be sure prefer it when orson odious had ignored them as if they werent there. weirdos that set on people dont warrant my attention orson scoffed

91. retorted  daunt  mutual  nurturing
bullies that taunt my friends deserve to be expelled retorted isabelle ingenuous the free spirit who even dean dread did not daunt. then in art and music ms amicable artist and mr
melodious music joined there classes too present a mutual art/music project nurturing and releasing butterflies

92. widespread species
we have ordered youre kits and you will rise painted lady butterflies said ms amicable artist. painted lady butterflies are probably the most widespread butterfly species and are found all over the world

93. habitat
they particularly like living in mountain’s and flowery meadow’s and they love the following flower’s aster cosmos’ thistle and buttonbush. after we release the butterflie’s on earth day art student’s will paint an appropriate habitat with there butterfly in it she lectured and music students’ will compose a short tune

94. larvae chrysalis metamorphosis
each student will rise their own butterfly from an caterpillar which is the larvae to the chrysalis in which the caterpillar metamorphosis will occur and finally into a painted lady butterfly mr melodious music concluded

95. stupendous exhilaration oozed
this will be stupendous felicia fey informed her pals. than in her exhilaration she accidentally waved her hands the wrong way enacting a spell and a white maggot oozed out of sam sagacious left ear

96. shrilled
eewww thats gross felicia shrilled isabelle and pauline in unison. sam sagacious and the other boys collected the discusting maggot felicias spell had produced and admired its properties

97. concur
they plotted to leave it on some unsuspecting teachers desk. which teacher deserved their present. they couldnt concur

98. adamant retched animated
it came out of my ear so i get to decide insisted an adamant sam the three girls almost retched in disgust but they quickly turned there thoughts too butterflies. oh you guys i can’ wait until the caterpillars arrive said isabelle her face animated by the thought of raising a butterfly
then on a day that had been particularly problematical the group arrived in art and music and they breathed a sigh of relief. boy pauline this has been a horrendous day said isabelle ingenuous

pauline puerile just nods in agreement as she didnt trust herself not to cry. yeah orson odious forgot his truce and he insulted sam about his spectacles groaned jesse jocose. we must make up a limerick about him william he grinned puckishly

ms grammar grouch and mr math martinet whom were passing by the group just as jesse jocose recited his doggerel stoped dead in their tracks one foot raised as if to take another step. there eyelids fluttered wildly

d there lips clamped shut but theyre tongues still protruded like pink taffy. wisps of smoke curled from there ears as they stood their unmoving

their they froze manifesting their bizarre behavior for less than 3 seconds. it wasnt a pretty sight they looked like ugly stone gargoyles

stranger and stranger murmured sam as he made a note in his omnipresent notebook. during the peculiar interlude william dared to gently touch mr math martinet on the tip of his large pinocchio like proboscis

the latter did not even notice. william waggish quickly withdrew before both teachers resumed walking as if nothing untoward had occurred

as william and jesse continued to regale the rest with their account of theyre horrendous day the crew sees a big box being delivered to the art room. caterpillars bellowed felicia fey in her loud voice

future butterflies articulated isabelle ingenuous with awe in her tone. as usual she wore a plastic replica of one in her auburn tresses and it bobed as she spoke
108. oblivious   barbs   jabs
the rest of the day past and the group remained oblivious to orson's verbal barbs and jabs
their teachers love affair with homework and the usual battle to walk in the crowded halls with
the bigger students. finally it was time for art and music

109. crammed   massive
ms amicable artist and mr melodious music stood in the front of the art room as their students
crammed theirselves into a room made for many less bodies. a massive opened box set on
the front table

110. approximately
these are the caterpillars said ms amicable artist in a quite voice. the caterpillar to butterfly
life cycle is approximately twenty one days so 3 weeks from now on earth day we will
release butterflies

111. reproached
first you will choose a partner. murmurs erupted from the students as they searched for
partners. silence students you may choose partners after you recieve all the instructions ms
amicable artist gently reproached the kids

112. discourse
next each pear of you will recieve one of these cups she continued as mr melodious music
held up several small covered cups in his hand. mr melodious music continued ms amicable
artists discourse. each one of these he said indicating the covered cups contains 4 to 5
caterpillars

113. metamorphose   chrysalis
because not all of the caterpillars will live each pear of students will have among 3 to 5
butterflies to release. the caterpillar cup has all the food the caterpillars need to
metamorphose. finally keep the lid on the cup until the caterpillars form theyr chrysalises
he warned the students

114. marveled
completing the chrysalis will only take about ten days he concluded. awesome marveled
isabelle ingenuous whom adored butterflies

115. caveat   refrain
ms amicable artist resumed the lecture with a caveat handle your cups as little and as gently
as possible so that you do not disturb the caterpillars. occasionally you may open the lid to
peer inside carefully but refrain from touching the caterpillars it will stop them from changing
116. reigned  mesmerized  clamor
   even though there were 60 6th graders in the overcrowded room, silence reigned. suddenly
   one student coughed and the mesmerized crowd resumed their usual clamor

117. puled  petulant  querulous  peevishly
   i cant wait 3 weeks puled pauline puerile in a petulant tone. a boy named quincy
   querulous echoed paulines whine. why cant we speed up the things he asked peevishly

118. mollified
   nature takes its own time mollified sam sagacious. nature did take its own time. in 3 weeks
   each pear of students opens their box revealing several chrysalises on the sides and little
   green balls on the bottom

119. querulous  peers  adept
   eewww what are those little green balls asked pauline puerile who was totally grossed out.
   there caterpillar poop you dummy piped up quincy querulous who had actually done his
   homework and he liked to insult his peers almost as much as orson odious but wasn’t as
   adept at it

120. balmy
   finally earth day arrived. the entire sixth grade class orson odious included gathered around
   the butterfly houses that were on tables in the middle of the P.E. field. the weather was
   balmy and there was a slight breeze

121. aggressive  banished
   orson odious pushed and pinched his way to the front of the crowd and ms amicable artist
   whom did not feel amicable towards aggressive bullies banished him farther back because
   dean dread was their

122. vicarious
   she then asked isabelle and william to come forward. pauline whined in disappointment and
   felicia danced in a circle of vicarious joy for her friends. too brown moths flew out of ms
   grammar grouchs hare

123. flabbergasted  diligent
   mr melodious music called upon sam sagacious and much to her surprise a flabbergasted
   olivia otiose. you Sam are a talented and diligent student he said
124. noxious  
deeem  
abodes  
Orson odious made noxious faces from the last row of students. you olivia otiose have improved so much that i deem that you too deserve this honor mr melodious music stated as he beckoned with his finger for the too students too come up close too the butterfly abodes

125. simultaneously  
unison  
hues  
dispersed  
diverse  
then at a nod from the two teachers isabelle william sam and olivia simultaneously lifted the lid to a butterfly abode. as the crowd gasped ahhh in unison a fluttering cloud of brown black and orange hues rose from the boxes and dispersed in diverse directions